TO: T10 Membership, ADI Working Group  
FROM: Rod Wideman, ADIC; rod.wideman@adic.com  
DATE: January 1, 2003  
SUBJECT: ADI ADC Modify VHF Fields (document T10/03-113r0)

Introduction
This document proposes removing the Hold Point field from the VHF data as well as updating the description of the In Transition and Recovery Requested fields with more specific detail. See related proposal 03-42r2.

Proposed Changes
- Table 7 – Change “HPnt” to “Rsvd”
- Remove the paragraph describing the hold point field on page 17
- Add the following sentence to the paragraph describing the In Transition field: “When the recovery requested (RRqst) field is set to 1, the in transition field shall be set to 0.”
- Add the following sentence to the paragraph describing the Recovery Requested field: “When this field is set to 1, the in transition (InXtn) field shall be set to 0.”